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Abstract 

Poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) biodegradable fibrous scaffolds were modified by plasma of 

magnetron discharge with titanium (Ti) target sputtering. The influence of the plasma treatment time on 

the structure and properties of the electrospun scaffolds was investigated. It was shown that increasing the 

plasma treatment time increases hydrophilicity of scaffolds by increasing the content of titanium and 

oxygen, as well as increasing the size and number of pores on the fibers surface without changing the 

mean diameter and volume fraction of the scaffolds. In vitro studies demonstrated that the plasma 

treatment within the chosen time intervals increases the adhesion of cells to the scaffolds, but at the same 

time it causes the decline in cell viability when increased to 9 minutes. 
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1. Introduction. 

Poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL), a crystalline aliphatic polyester with a melting point (Tm) of 60 oC, is 

a promising material for a large range of the biomedical applications due to its rheological and 

viscoelastic properties [1].  

Electrospinning is one of the most promising methods for the fabrication of scaffolds for the 

tissue and organ regeneration. Due to the high surface-to-volume ratio, highly interconnected porous 

structure and a great adjustability of electrospinning parameters such scaffolds are able to mimic the 

topology of the extracellular matrix (ECM) of a native human tissue [2].  
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PCL electrospun fibrous scaffolds are known for the high tensile strength and high elongation, 

and used as vascular grafts, drug delivery vehicles, in the fields of bone and cartilage tissue engineering, 

nerve regeneration, etc. [3]. The main limitation of the PCL electrospun scaffolds to their applications in 

tissue engineering is their low surface energy. It obstructs cell migration into the scaffold, their 

attachment, proliferation and viability  consequently decreasing the “biocompatibility” of the scaffold [4].  

It is known that an effective way to increase the biocompatibility of the scaffolds made of 

bioresorbable polymers is the treatment in the corona, dielectric barrier, radio frequency (RF) or 

microwave (MW) discharge plasmas [5,6]. A promising way to increase the biocompatibility of polymer 

scaffolds is treatment in a gas-discharge plasma of magnetron that occurs with sputter deposition of a 

solid state target, as it allows to change the chemical composition of the plasma not only by changing the 

composition of the atmosphere in the chamber, but also by changing the composition of the sputtering 

target [7,8]. It has previously been shown that magnetron discharge plasma surface treatment of films 

made of polylactic acid (Tm = 180 - 190 oC) and a copolymer of lactic and glycolic acid, increases the 

adhesion value indicators and the cell viability [9,10]. It was found that the effect of the plasma discharge 

on polymeric material is accompanied by a considerable heating of the surface, that can potentially 

destroy scaffold polymer [11]. Thus the thermal effects of magnetron plasma discharge is the factor 

potentially limiting the use of this type of plasma for modifying polymer scaffolds of bioresorbable 

polymers, especially polymers with a low melting point which is a focus of this study.   

This letter reports the results of pilot studies demonstrating the ability to maintain the structure 

and increase the biocompatibility of 3D fibrous scaffolds made of polycaprolactone, which has a low 

melting point, when treated with a gas-discharge magnetron plasma. 

2. Materials and methods. 

PCL with molecular weight (Mw) 70000–90000 g/mol (Sigma, USA) was used to prepare a 9% 

solution in chloroform (CHCl3) (Ekros, Russia). Nanofibrous scaffolds were processed in Tomsk 

Polytechnic University (TPU) by using NANON-01A electrospinning machine (MECC Co., Japan). The 

electrospun nanofibers were deposited on a frame cylinder collector (diameter 100 mm, length 210 mm) 

rotating at 50 rpm. The solution flow rate was 6 mL/hour, applied voltage was 20 kV, and the distance 

between the needle tip and the collector was 190 mm. 
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The fibrous PCL scaffolds were plasma treated in TPU by magnetron discharge with sputter 

deposition of a Ti target in the atmosphere of argon under constant current. The modification was 

operated within 33 mm between the fibrous scaffolds and the magnetron under pressure of 0.8 Pa in argon 

with voltage of 200 V and discharge current of 0.2 A. The plasma treatment was maintained in a cyclic 

mode (on 1 minute with off 3 minutes) in order to decrease the temperature impact on the scaffolds. Thus, 

4 groups of the modified fibrous scaffolds being plasma treated for 1, 3, 6 and 9 min respectively were 

obtained. 

Topology of the fibrous scaffolds was studied with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

(Quanta 400 FEI, USA). Nanofiber diameters were measured with ImageJ 1.38 software (National 

Institute of Health, USA). The volume fraction was calculated with a method described by Sell et al. [12] 

as a ratio of the fibrous scaffold’s density to the density of the film fabricated from the same polymer 

solution. 

The study of the chemical composition of the samples was carried out using Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy (EDS, Genesis 4000, EDAX). Glycerol, highly viscous polar liquid, was used to 

characterize the differences in contact angle of the modified fibrous scaffolds [13]. The research was 

carried out by a sit-drop method (Easydrop, Germany) 1 minute after a liquid droplet was placed on the 

sample.  

Assessment of the plasma treatment influence on the cell adhesion and viability were performed 

using human endothelial hybrid cell line EA-hy 926 provided by Cora-Jean S. Edgell (University of 

North Carolina, USA). For this purpose cell cultures were placed in 24 well plate, with well measuring 10 

× 10 mm, 2 × 105 cells per well. Cells were cultured for 6 days in accordance with the protocol described 

by Emeis et al. [14]. Cells adhesion evaluation was performed in Federal State Budgetary Institution 

“Research Institute for Complex Issues of Cardiovascular Diseases” using non-specific dyes PKH26 and 

Hoechst 33342 (Sigma Aldrich, USA). Cells were labelled with specific dyes Acridine Orange (Bio-

Optica, Italy) and Ethidium Bromide (Sigma Aldrich, USA) for the viability evaluation. Orange colour of 

the nuclei inside cells for the latter staining evidenced dead cells, and green colour corresponded to living, 

metabolically active cells. Untreated scaffolds were used as control samples. The study was maintained 

using the inverted live cell imaging microscope Axio Observer Z1 (Carl Zeiss, Germany). The efficiency 

of cell adhesion and viability was evaluated by the number of cells visible within ten microscope 
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viewfinders, averaged and normalised to 1 mm2. Studies were conducted using six samples of each of the 

test groups. 

3. Results and discussions. 

Fig. 1 shows the results of studies for stock PCL samples (Fig. 1 a), plasma-modified samples 

(Fig. 1 b–е), SEM images, fluorescent map of labelled cells and wettability images of glycerol droplets. 

  

a b 

  

c d 

 

e 
Fig 1. SEM images, fluorescent map of labelled cells (live green cells (acridine orange), orange nucleus of dead 

cells (ethidium bromide)) and wettability for PCL samples for (a) untreated, and treaded in plasma for (b) 1 

min, (c) 3 min, (d) 6 min, (e)  9 min. 

 

The resulting fibrous scaffolds consist of distinct cylindrical fibers that are chaotically entangled 

between each other (Fig. 1a). Mean value of volume fraction was 14.6±1.4 %, indicating high porosity of 

formed fibrous scaffolds. This high porosity supports cell migration and nutrient transport, particularly in 
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an electrospun structure where all void spaces are interconnected. Fiber diameters are normally 

distributed with a mean diameter of 4.3±0.3 µm.  The images of greater magnification in the range × 

(20000–24000) revealed that the surface of the fibers had its own relief with single pores of 0.28±0.04 

µm diameter (Fig 1a).   

Table 1. Chemical composition, contact angle, number and pore size on the fibrous surface,  PCL 

scaffolds at different plasma exposure. 

Treat

ment 

time, 

min 

Pore size, 

µm 

Number of 

pores, 

unit/µm 2 

Chemical composition, At. % Contact 

angle, deg 

on the fiber’s surface C O Ti 

0 0.28 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.1 82.7 ± 0.5 17.3 ± 0.6 - 128 ± 3 

1 0.32 ± 0.05* 1.1 ± 0.1* 82.3 ± 0.6 17.6 ± 0.7 ≈ 0.1 110 ± 4* 

3 0.36 ± 0.04* 1.4 ± 0.2* 81.8 ± 0.6* 17.7 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.2* 98 ± 4* 

6 0.41 ± 0.06* 1.5 ± 0.2* 80.4 ± 0.4* 18.7 ± 0.7* 1.0 ± 0.4* 93 ± 3* 

9 0.45 ± 0.05* 1.7 ± 0.2* 79.3 ± 0.6* 18.8 ± 0.4* 1.9 ± 0.4* 87 ± 3* 

* p<0.05 compared to the control sample 

Droplets, junctions, bundles, variable thickness fibers or beads were not observed for all 

treatment times (Fig. 1 b-e). Mean value of volume fraction and mean diameter of fibers were also similar 

for all treatment times. Thus, with the selected treatment parameters there is no significant destructive 

changes in scaffolds’ macrostructures. With the increase in processing time of the magnetron discharge 

plasma treatment increases the number and size of pores on the fiber surface, which is equivalent to an 

increase in their surface area (Table 1. Fig. 1 b-e). Increase in the number and size of pores on the fiber 

surface is due to the degradation processes of the polymer surface under the influence of high-energy 

particles in the plasma. An increase in PCL films roughness after exposure to the RF plasma discharge 

was noted in [15]. Since the PCL structure typically consists of crystalline and amorphous regions, the 

increase in surface roughness is probably due to the destruction of mostly amorphous regions of the 

polymer that are less resistant to plasma attack.  

The plasma treatment leads to changes in the chemical composition of the PCL scaffolds. With 

increasing treatment time, an increase in the content of titanium and oxygen in scaffold structure is 

evident (Table 1). The increase in oxygen content in the PCL scaffold is caused by replacement of C-C 

and / or C-H bonds with C - O, O-C═O and C═O functional groups [16,17] and with surface saturation 
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by OH and - COOH functional groups [15], as well as titanium oxidation in air. The increase in the 

number of functional groups containing oxygen increases the hydrophilicity of scaffolds as evidenced by 

the decrease in contact angle of scaffolds (Table 1). Thus, treatment with the magnetron discharge plasma 

improves contact properties of scaffolds and stimulates endothelial cell attachment to PCL scaffolds as 

evidenced by a significant increase in the cell population density in comparison with the untreated 

scaffolds (Table 2).  

Table 2. Cell population density and relative number of viable cells in population for cells from the 

line EA-hy 926 on the PCL fibrous scaffolds for different plasma treatment times. 

Treatment time, 

min 

Cell population 

density, mm-2 

Relative number of viable 

cells in population, %  

n = 6. Ме (25%; 75%) 

0 1546 (1529; 1647) 97.2 (96.7; 97.4) 

1 2250 (2173; 2313)* 94.5 (77.7; 98.1) 

3 1999 (1913; 2084)* 98.3 (97.2; 98.9) 

6 1642 (1588; 1665) * 93.6 (92.3; 94.9) 

9 2042 (1979; 2441)* 79.0 (77.7; 90.5)* 

* p<0.05 compared to the control sample 

Treatment with the magnetron discharge plasma for 1 to 6 minutes does not cause significant 

changes in the relative number of viable cells in comparison with the untreated sample (Table 2. Fig 1 a - 

d (2D fluorescence of labeled cells)). Reduction in the relative number of viable cells is observed for 9 

minutes treatment time (Table 2. Fig 1 e (2D fluorescence of labeled cells)). This reduction is probably 

due to a higher level of saturation of the surface layers of fibrous scaffolds with low molecular weight 

toxic products of degradation of the polymer material and / or complex chemical compounds with 

titanium. During cell culturing the toxic products from the culture medium may adhere to a cellular 

membrane and impede a cellular metabolism or inhibit cellular life processes by directly diffusing 

through the membrane into cells.  

4. Conclusion. 

This work demonstrated the possibility of using the treatment with magnetron plasma discharge 

occurring during sputtering of a titanium target in an argon atmosphere to modify a fibrous scaffold 

fabricated from bioresorbable polymeric materials with low melting point. It was shown that the plasma 

treatment does not cause destructive changes in the scaffold’s microstructure and that increasing the 
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plasma treatment time increases the hydrophilicity of the scaffold and its saturation with oxygen and 

titanium. It was found that up to 6 minute treatment time the relative number of viable cells in population 

does not decrease significantly and there is increase in cell population density, suggesting better cellular 

adhesion together with high cellular viability.  
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